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The notion of hyperconvex metric spaces was introduced by Aronszajn and Panitchakdi[1] in

1956, and then, Sine[2] and Soardi[3] proved independently that the fixed point property for the

nonexpansive mapping holds in bounded hyperconvex metric spaces. Since then hyperconvex

metric spaces have been widely studied and many interesting fixed point theorems have been

established. Kirk et al.[4−7] established the fixed point theory for nonexpansive mappings in hy-

perconvex metric spaces. Khamsi et al.[8] studied fixed points of commuting nonexpansive maps

in hyperconvex metric spaces. Kirk[9] obtained fixed point theorems for continuous mappings

in compact hyperconvex metric space. Khamsi[10] established fixed point theorems, KKM and

Ky Fan theorems in hyperconvex metric spaces. Recently, Yuan[11] studied the characterization

for a mapping with finitely metrically open values being a generalized metric KKM mapping in

hyperconvex metric spaces, and obtained fixed point theorems, Ky Fan type matching theorems

for both closed and open covers in hyperconvex metric spaces. Khamsi et al.[12] studied fixed

points and selection theorems in hyperconvex metric spaces. Park[13] obtained a Ky Fan match-

ing theorem for open covers, a coincidence theorem and fixed point theorems for hyperconvex

metric spaces. Kirk et al.[14] established the characterization of the KKM principle in hypercon-

vex metric spaces, and as applications of their results, the hyperconvex version of Fan’s minimax

principle, Fan’s best approximation theorem for mappings, Nash equilibrium, Browder-Fan fixed

point theorem and some other results were given. Zhang[15] gave a fixed point theorem, a coinci-

dence theorem and some other results in hyperconvex metric spaces. Chen and Shen[16] yielded
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a continuous selection theorem, a coincidence theorem and fixed point theorems in hyperconvex

metric spaces. In Ref. [17], we established a Browder fixed point theorem in noncompact admis-

sible subsets of noncompact hyperconvex metric spaces, which was used to derive two Ky Fan

coincidence theorems.

In this paper, we first establish a new fixed point theorem in noncompact hyperconvex metric

spaces. As applications, we obtain a continuous selection and its fixed point theorem, an existence

theorem for maximal elements, a Ky Fan minimax inequality and an existence theorem for saddle

points. Our results improve and generalize corresponding results in Refs. [11, 13–16].

1. Preliminaries

Let A be a nonempty subset of a topological space X . We denote by F(A) and 2A the family

of all nonempty finite subsets of A and the family of all subsets of A, respectively, and by intXA

the interior of A in X . Let {Gi}i∈I be a family of subsets of the topological space X . {Gi}i∈I

is said to be transfer open (resp., transfer closed) if for each i ∈ I, x ∈ Gi (resp., x 6∈ Gi), there

exists an i′ ∈ I such that x ∈ intXGi′ (resp., x 6∈ clXGi′). Let X and Y be two topological

spaces. A set-valued mapping (in short, mapping) T : X → 2Y is said to be transfer open valued

(resp., transfer closed valued) if {T (x)}x∈X is transfer open (resp., transfer closed). T is said to

have the local intersection property if for each x ∈ X such that T (x) 6= ∅, there exists an open

neighborhood N (x) of x such that
⋂

z∈N (x) T (z) 6= ∅.

Following Sine et al.[2−17], a metric space (M, d) is called a hyperconvex metric space (in

short, h.c.m.s.) if for any collection of points {xi}i∈I ⊂ M and for any collection {ri}i∈I of

nonnegative real numbers for which d(xi, xj) ≤ ri + rj , it is the case that
⋂

i∈I B(xi, ri) 6= ∅.

Where B(x, r) denotes the closed ball centered at x ∈ M with radius r ≥ 0. For any nonempty

bounded subset A of M , its closed ball hull co(A) is defined by

co(A) :=
⋂

{B ⊂ M : B is a closed ball containing A}.

The subset A is called admissible if A = co(A). The family of all admissible subsets of M is

defined by A(M) := {A ⊂ M : A = co(A)}. Let X ∈ A(M) be an admissible subset of an

h.c.m.s. M . Then X is a closed hyperconvex metric subspace of M by Definition 1.2 (2) of Kirk

et al.[14].

Following Zhang[15], a subset A of a metric space M is called sub-admissible if for each

F ∈ F(A), co(F ) ⊂ A. We define the family of all sub-admissible subsets of M by

B(M) := {A ⊂ M : co(F ) ⊂ A for each F ∈ F(A)}.

Obviously, each admissible subset of M is sub-admissible, but the inverse is not true.

Following Kirk et al.[14], let X be a nonempty subset of a metric space M . A mapping

G : X → 2M \{∅} is said to be a metric KKM (MKKM) mapping if for each F ∈ F(X ), co(F ) ⊂
⋃

x∈F G(x). Let X be a nonempty subset of an h.c.m.s. M . A function f : X → R̄ := [−∞, +∞]

is said to be hyper quasi-convex (resp., hyper quasi-concave) if {x ∈ X : f(x) ≤ λ} ∈ A(M)

(resp., {x ∈ X : f(x) ≥ λ} ∈ A(M)) for each λ ∈ R. Where the inequality ≤ (resp., ≥) can be
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replaced equivalently by the strict inequality < (resp., >).

Following Tian[18], let X and Y be two topological spaces and γ ∈ R a real number. A

function ϕ(x, y): X×Y → R̄ is said to be γ-transfer lower semicontinuous (in short, γ-t.l.s.c.) in

x if the mapping F : Y → 2X defined by F (y) := {x ∈ X : ϕ(x, y) ≤ γ} for each y ∈ Y is transfer

closed valued. ϕ(x, y) is said to be γ-transfer upper semicontinuous (in short, γ-t.u.s.c.) in x if

−ϕ(x, y) is γ-t.l.s.c. in x. Since a closed valued (resp., open valued) mapping is always transfer

closed valued(resp., transfer open valued), then a function ϕ(x, y) is γ-t.l.s.c. (resp., γ-t.u.s.c.)

in x if x 7→ ϕ(x, y) is lower semicontinuous (resp., upper semicontinuous) for each fixed y ∈ Y .

Now, we introduce the following definition and lemma.

Definition 1.1 Let X be a nonempty subset of a metric space M and λ ∈ R a real number.

A function f : X → R̄ is said to be weakly hyper λ-quasi-convex (resp. weakly hyper λ-quasi-

concave) if {x ∈ X : f(x) ≤ λ} = ∅ or ∈ B(M) (resp., {x ∈ X : f(x) ≥ λ} = ∅ or ∈ B(M)).

Where the inequality ≤ (resp., ≥) can be replaced equivalently by the strict inequality < (resp.,

>).

Remark 1.1 Clearly, a function f : X → R̄ is weakly hyper λ-quasi-convex (resp., weakly hyper

λ-quasi-concave) if f is hyper quasi-convex (resp., hyper quasi-concave), but the inverse is not

true.

The following result is a special case of Lemma 1.1 of Ding[19].

Lemma 1.1 Let X and Y be topological spaces and G : X → 2Y be a mapping with nonempty

values. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) G has the local intersection property;

(b) For each y ∈ Y , there exists an open subset Oy of X (which may be empty) such that

Oy ⊂ G−1(y) and X =
⋃

y∈Y Oy;

(c) There exists a mapping F : X → 2Y such that F (x) ⊂ G(x) for each x ∈ X and

X =
⋃

y∈Y F−1(y);

(d) X =
⋃

y∈Y intXG−1(y);

(e) G−1 is transfer open valued.

2. Main results

In this section, we first establish the following fixed point theorem in noncompact h.c.m.s..

Theorem 2.1 Let X be an h.c.m.s. and T : X → 2X \ {∅} a mapping such that

(i) For each x ∈ X , T (x) ∈ B(X);

(ii) T satisfies one of the conditions (a) ∼ (e) in Lemma 1.1;

(iii) There exists an x0 ∈ X such that T (x0) is compact.

Then T has a fixed point in X .

Proof Since X is a metric space, X is paracompact. By (1), (2) and Corollary 1 of Chen and

Shen[16], T has a continuous selection f : X → X such that f(x) ∈ T (x) for each x ∈ X . Define
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a mapping G : X → 2X by

G(x) := {y ∈ X : d(y, f(y)) ≤ d(x, f(y))}

for each x ∈ X . Then x ∈ G(x), and hence G(x) 6= ∅ for each x ∈ X . By the continuity of f , G

is closed valued.

We claim that G is an MKKM mapping. Otherwise, there exist {x1, . . . , xn} ∈ F(X) and

y ∈ co{x1, . . . , xn} such that y 6∈
⋃n

i=1 G(xi), i.e., d(xi, f(y)) < d(y, f(y)) for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

Let

ǫ :=
1

2
min

1≤i≤n
{d(y, f(y)) − d(xi, f(y))}.

Then d(xi, f(y)) < d(y, f(y)) − ǫ, and hence xi ∈ B(f(y), d(y, f(y)) − ǫ) for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

Thus

y ∈ co{x1, . . . , xn} ⊂ B(f(y), d(y, f(y)) − ǫ).

Consequently,

d(y, f(y)) ≤ d(y, f(y)) − ǫ < d(y, f(y)),

which is a contradiction.

Now, note that G is an MKKM mapping with closed values. By (3) and Theorem 4 of

Khamsi[10], there exists a y0 ∈
⋂

x∈X G(x), i.e., d(y0, f(y0)) = infx∈X d(x, f(y0)).

We claim that y0 = f(y0). Otherwise, by hyperconvexity of X , for any α ∈ (0, 1),

B(y0, αd(y0, f(y0)))
⋂

B(f(y0), (1 − α)d(y0, f(y0))) 6= ∅.

Take z ∈ B(y0, αd(y0, f(y0)))
⋂

B(f(y0), (1 − α)d(y0, f(y0)). Then d(y0, z) ≤ αd(y0, f(y0))

and d(y0, z) ≤ (1 − α)d(y0, f(y0)). Moreover, d(y0, z) = αd(y0, f(y0)) and d(f(y0), z) = (1 −

α)d(y0, f(y0)). Otherwise,

d(y0, f(y0)) = αd(y0, f(y0)) + (1 − α)d(y0, f(y0))

> d(y0, z) + d(f(y0), z)

≥ d(y0, f(y0)).

This is a contradiction. Thus,

d(z, f(y0)) = (1 − α)d(y0, f(y0)) = (1 − α) inf
x∈X

d(x, f(y0))

≤ (1 − α)d(z, f(y0)) < d(z, f(y0)).

This is a contradiction, too.

Finally, since f is the continuous selection of T , y0 = f(y0) ∈ T (y0).

The proof is completed. 2

Remark 2.1.1 Let X be a compact h.c.m.s. or a compact admissible subset of an h.c.m.s.

and T (x) ∈ A(X) for each x ∈ X . Then the condition (i) of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied trivially.

Moreover, since T (x) ∈ A(X) is closed and X is compact, T (x) is also compact for each x ∈ X ,

and hence the condition (iii) of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied naturally. Suppose T−1 is open valued.
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Then T−1 is transfer open valued, and hence, the condition (ii) of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied, cer-

tainly. Therefore, Theorem 2.1 improves and generalizes Theorem 3.6 of Yuan[11], Theorem 3 of

Park[13], Theorem 3.1 of Kirk et al.[14], Lemma 2.2 of Zhang[15], Corollary 3 of Chen and Shen[16]

by relaxing the compactness of X and weakening assumptions of T .

Remark 2.1.2 The proof method of Theorem 2.1 is different from that of corresponding theo-

rems in the references cited above.

In the proof of Theorem 2.1, we obtain the following continuous selection and its fixed point

theorem.

Theorem 2.2 Let X be an h.c.m.s. and T : X → 2X \ {∅} a mapping such that

(i) For each x ∈ X , T (x) ∈ B(X);

(ii) T satisfies one of the conditions (a) ∼ (e) in Lemma 1.1;

(iii) There exists an x0 ∈ X such that T (x0) is compact.

Then T has a continuous selection f : X → X and f has a fixed point in X .

Remark 2.2 Theorem 2.2 strengthens the conclusions of Theorem 1 of Khamsi et al.[12],

Lemma 2.1 of Zhang[15], Theorem 1 of Chen and Shen[16], Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 of Wu[20].

As an immediate application of Theorem 2.1, we get the following existence theorem for

maximal elements.

Theorem 2.3 Let X be an h.c.m.s. and T : X → 2X be a mapping such that

(i) For each x ∈ X , T (x) = ∅ or ∈ B(X);

(ii) T satisfies one of the conditions (a) ∼ (e) in Lemma 1.1;

(iii) There exists an x̄ ∈ X such that T (x̄) is compact;

(iv) For each x ∈ X , x 6∈ T (x).

Then there exists an x0 ∈ X such that T (x0) = ∅.

Remark 2.3 As shown in Remark 2.1.1, Theorem 2.3 improves and generalizes Theorem 3.4

of Kirk et al.[14] by relaxing the compactness of X and weakening assumptions of T .

In virtue of Theorem 2.3, we have the following Ky Fan minimax inequality.

Theorem 2.4 Let X be an h.c.m.s., γ ∈ R be a real number and ϕ(x, y): X × X → R̄ be a

function satisfying

(i) There exists an x̄ ∈ X such that {y ∈ X : ϕ(x̄, y) > γ} is compact;

(ii) For each fixed x ∈ X , y 7→ ϕ(x, y) is weakly hyper γ-quasi-concave;

(iii) ϕ(x, y) is γ-t.l.s.c. in x;

(iv) For each x ∈ X , ϕ(x, x) ≤ γ.

Then there exists an x0 ∈ X such that supy∈X ϕ(x0, y) ≤ γ.

Proof Define two mappings F , G: X → 2X by

F (x) := {y ∈ X : ϕ(x, y) > γ}
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and

G(x) := X \ F−1(x) = {y ∈ X : ϕ(y, x) ≤ γ}

for each x ∈ X , respectively. Then by (i), there exists an x̄ ∈ X such that F (x̄) is compact. By

(ii), for each x ∈ X , F (x) = ∅ or ∈ B(X). By (iii), G is transfer closed valued, and hence F−1

is transfer open valued by Remark 2.2 of Kirk et al.[14]. Thus, F satisfies the condition (e) in

Lemma 1.1. By (iv), x 6∈ F (x) for each x ∈ X . Therefore, in virtue of Theorem 2.3, there exists

an x0 ∈ X such that F (x0) = ∅, i.e., ϕ(x0, y) ≤ γ for all y ∈ X , and hence

sup
y∈X

ϕ(x0, y) ≤ γ.

The proof is completed. 2

Remark 2.4 Let X ∈ A(M) be a compact admissible subset of an h.c.m.s. M and for each

fixed y ∈ X , x 7→ ϕ(x, y) be lower semicontinuous. Then X is an h.c.m.s., and conditions (i) and

(iii) of Theorem 2.4 are satisfied naturally. Hence Theorem 2.4 improves Theorem 2.8 of Kirk et

al.[14] in the following ways:

(a) The compactness of X is relaxed;

(b) The condition that x 7→ ϕ(x, y) is lower semicontinuous for each fixed y ∈ X is replaced

by the weaker condition that ϕ(x, y) is γ-t.l.s.c. in x.

By using Theorem 2.4, we yield the following existence theorem for saddle points.

Theorem 2.5 Let X be an h.c.m.s. and ϕ: X × X → R̄ satisfy

(i) There exist x1, x2 ∈ X such that {y ∈ X : ϕ(x1, y) > 0} and {y ∈ X : ϕ(y, x2) < 0} are

compact;

(ii) ϕ(x, y) is 0-t.l.s.c. in x; for each fixed x ∈ X , y 7→ ϕ(x, y) is weakly hyper 0-quasi-concave;

(iii) ϕ(x, y) is 0-t.u.s.c. in y; for each fixed y ∈ X , x 7→ ϕ(x, y) is weakly hyper 0-quasi-

convex;

(iv) For each x ∈ X , ϕ(x, x) = 0.

Then ϕ has a saddle point in X × X , i.e., there exists an (x0, y0) ∈ X × X such that

sup
y∈X

inf
x∈X

ϕ(x, y) = ϕ(x0, y0) = inf
x∈X

sup
y∈X

ϕ(x, y).

Proof By conditions (i), (ii) and (iv), in virtue of Theorem 2.4, there exists an x0 ∈ X such

that

sup
y∈X

ϕ(x0, y) ≤ 0. (1)

Define φ: X × X → R̄ by

φ(x, y) = −ϕ(y, x), for each (x, y) ∈ X × X.

Then by condition (iii), φ(x, y) is 0-t.l.s.c. in x; for each fixed x ∈ X , y 7→ φ(x, y) is weakly

hyper 0-quasi-concave. By conditions (i), (iv) and Theorem 2.4, there exists a y0 ∈ X such that

sup
x∈X

φ(y0, x) ≤ 0,
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i.e.,

inf
x∈X

ϕ(x, y0) ≥ 0. (2)

By Inequalities (1) and (2), we have

ϕ(x0, y0) = 0. (3)

Moreover, Inequalities (1)–(3) imply

inf
x∈X

ϕ(x, y) ≤ sup
y∈X

ϕ(x0, y) ≤ ϕ(x0, y0) ≤ inf
x∈X

ϕ(x, y0) ≤ sup
y∈X

ϕ(x, y). (4)

In turn Inequality (4) implies

sup
y∈X

inf
x∈X

ϕ(x, y) ≤ ϕ(x0, y0) ≤ inf
x∈X

sup
y∈X

ϕ(x, y), (5)

sup
y∈X

inf
x∈X

ϕ(x, y) ≥ inf
x∈X

ϕ(x, y0) ≥ ϕ(x0, y0), (6)

inf
x∈X

sup
y∈X

ϕ(x, y) ≤ sup
y∈X

ϕ(x0, y) ≤ ϕ(x0, y0). (7)

Therefore,

sup
y∈X

inf
x∈X

ϕ(x, y) = ϕ(x0, y0) = inf
x∈X

sup
y∈X

ϕ(x, y),

i.e., (x0, y0) is a saddle point of ϕ. The proof is completed. 2

Remark 2.5 Let X ∈ A(M) be a compact admissible subset of an h.c.m.s. M , for each fixed

y ∈ X , x 7→ ϕ(x, y) be lower semicontinuous and hyper 0-quasi-convex, for each fixed x ∈ X ,

y 7→ ϕ(x, y) be upper semicontinuous and hyper 0-quasi-concave. Then X is an h.c.m.s. and

assumptions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 2.5 are fulfilled trivially. Hence Theorem 2.5 improves

Theorem 5.1 of Kirk et al.[14] in the following ways:

(a) The compactness of X is relaxed;

(b) The condition that x 7→ ϕ(x, y) is lower semicontinuous and hyper 0-quasi-convex for each

fixed y ∈ X is replaced by the weaker conditions that ϕ(x, y) is γ-t.l.s.c. in x and x 7→ ϕ(x, y) is

weakly hyper 0-quasi-convex.

(c) The condition that y 7→ ϕ(x, y) is upper semicontinuous and hyper 0-quasi-concave

for each fixed y ∈ X is replaced by the weaker conditions that ϕ(x, y) is γ-t.u.s.c. in y and

y 7→ ϕ(x, y) is weakly hyper 0-quasi-concave.
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